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By their very definition every Small Business is built inefficiently. Think
about the nature of any Small Business…

One or just a few locations to conduct business
Staffing is limited to keep down costs
Marketing is absurd…how does one spot advertise to everyone
Only a limited amount of product can be sold
You can’t buy in bulk and compete against the giants
Your customer can only travel “so far” or they will go elsewhere
 If your services are excellent how many clients can you serve

Yet…the backbone of the economy in the United States is Small Business.

Statistically speaking we have had the greatest economy in the history of
the world over the last fifty years. People from every part of the globe
move heaven and earth to get into this country to share in the freedoms
we have…including the freedom to start small and achieve greatness.

The stories we know about starting a small company with limited cash, out
of the basement or garage of your home, or even out of the back of your
car…are almost entirely stories about an American Small Business. Truly,
from tiny acorns mighty oaks can grow.

APPLE, FORD, MCDONALDS, and even the huge apparel manufacturer
UNDER ARMOUR were all started as small ventures that grew into large
conglomerates. This is indeed the American Dream for Entrepreneurs.
Many Colleges and Universities today teach classes and have full
programs for business minded people.

And yet…with all the tools of education at their beck and call…and with an
economy where people couldn’t get enough “stuff” despite the fact that
their pockets were bulging with credit cards…more than 60% of all small
businesses failed. Kaput. Bankrupt. Down the proverbial drain.



The spirit of America is incredible…your hero will hit a home run with two
outs in the ninth and the bases full…the kicker on your team will split the
uprights as the seconds fade to win the Super Bowl…and we all knew
Michael Jordan would sink the basket at the buzzer to pull out another
victory. Americans are not built to lose…we are programmed to win.

By living in an open economic market with virtually unlimited resources
everyone here can try. Open a restaurant…start a beauty salon…lease
space and sell trinkets…begin a consulting practice despite your limited
experiences. In America you are presumed to know what you are
doing…why would you pour money down the drain unless your food was
outstanding and people would flock to eat it…why hang out a sign for your
beauty salon if all you could do is give someone a haircut that looked like
it was done with a Flowbee…who would buy something for two dollars and
try to sell it for four dollars when customers could go down the street to
Wal-Mart and buy it for three dollars…and for crying out loud who calls
themselves a consultant when many times it is because no one will hire
them?

Americans do it every day. Owners believe they are smarter than the other
guy and will succeed despite lacking in due diligence, resources, know-
how, or an understanding of the real marketplace they are trying to master.

Over the last twenty-five years I have personally visited more than 1,200
business establishments to discuss that owner’s situation. In every case
one thing was in common. None were making money. Or at least they
were not making enough to pay off the debt that was too high, grow at the
pace the business required, or handle the cash flow ups and downs that
occur in every business. We teach kids how to drive before giving them
the keys to the car. We let you open a business with zero training, not
enough money, a weak business plan, an unwillingness to work hard
enough, and a bad idea. Ahhh, this is the land of opportunity.

And most who have taken up the opportunity have failed.



HOW TO USE THIS WORKBOOK

Don’t kid yourself here…truth in will yield truth out

Gather your thoughts…this is your future at stake

Do the Math…stop fighting the urge to ignore numbers

Don’t guess…do some research for the right answers

Challenge yourself…don’t believe your own hype

Believe in your idea…until results tell you otherwise

Change is good…keep an open mind

Let the facts find your way…reality rules not fantasy

Go back and review your answers…learn as you go

OK you should be ready now. If you answer these 100 questions you will
be able to know where you are starting from, make a better business plan
to move forward, and know if you are hopelessly headed for the ditch, or
safely traveling down the road to success. Remember …my premise is that
you must be able to do it FASTER, BETTER or CHEAPER than the other
guy if you want to be a success.



FASTER…
Question # 1: Can you make your product faster than the competition?

When Henry Ford launched the first assembly line he changed the time to
make a car from 92 hours by others to 92 minutes through his assembly
line. Why or how can you make your product FASTER.

Question # 2: Can you deliver the product to your customer FASTER?

Are you closer to the customer base than your competition or is your
delivery method quicker? Fred Smith set up a system to deliver packages
overnight for 10:30AM delivery. Does your system beat others?



Question # 3: You can now have a book you want to buy downloaded
instantly…does your technology do the same?

Because of the increase in technology a product like KINDLE was invented
and is already being crushed by newer gadgets. Is your product here to
stay or about to be obsolete?

Question # 4: Making a product FASTER saves you labor or it saves the
customer time.

How does your product or service do this?

Question # 5: With the cost of inventory sitting around companies want
just-In-time delivery…how much inventory do you need to carry?



Question # 6: Does my location allow my customer to get to me FASTER
than he can get to the competition?

Starbucks doesn’t want the customer to go out of their way to get their
coffee…and then oversaturation almost killed them because they started
putting Starbucks inside of Starbucks. How FAST is your location?

Question # 7: Now that your customer is there how long does it take to get
waited on or be provided the service?

Having to wait to spend your money is annoying…are you staffed properly
to provide fast service?

Question # 8: What is your response time…on the phone and on the job?

What is your phone system saying…look at your process…how long
before you call back or show up?



Qyestion # 9: How FAST will your money run out?

Entrepreneurs are optimistic and believe sales projections higher than
what usually occurs. Think of your money as building a bridge across a
river. If you even finish 90% of the bridge, but run out of money you will
end up at the bottom of the river. What are your true cash needs?

Question # 10: Planning an opening or changing an existing business
takes time to implement. How long before you start creating real cash
flow?

List the steps you must accomplish and a time line for completion.

Question # 11: How long will your speed advantage last?

Dial up systems were fine when we first got computers, then came
satellites and fiber optics and so on…what could disrupt your advantage?



Question # 12: Can my suppliers keep up with me?

GM and Ford and other car manufacturers demanded faster delivery on
parts so they could lower their inventories. Parts suppliers invested
millions in plants to make more parts faster. Demand for cars dropped
and those investments sank the parts companies. What could lower
demand for your product or service in the future?

Question # 13: How FAST should I grow this business?

Ray Kroc was a milkshake machine salesman and wanted to expand
McDonalds to sell more equipment. He knew he couldn’t open 500
restaurants alone so he went into Franchising. How will you grow?

Question # 14: How FAST can I staff up and down?

Is there seasonality to your product or service? What is your hiring and
firing plan? How fast can you adjust staff to needs?



Question # 15: How does my product or service make my customer
FASTER?

Think about the advantages the customer has using your product or
service and list them here. Fill all 4 lines with NONE if that is the case.

Question # 16:Will FREE make me successful FASTER?

Why does GROUPON work so well…because people are living as if we
were in a depression…oops I said it…and they are waking up to saving
money anywhere they can. What can you give away for free to entice more
long term business?

Question # 17: One hour Martinizing, 15 minute oil change, pizza in 30
minutes, Polaroid instant pictures…why this wasn’t enough.

Many companies burst on the scene using FASTER as the major focal
point of customers using their products or services, yet today all of these
have changed to stay alive. Speed may get a customer through my
door…but what will keep them there?



Question # 18: Is my equipment as fast as I think it is?

At one of my companies the specs on a machine said it could produce
1,200 parts per hour. We priced accordingly…we actually produced 800
part per hour…labor was 50% higher because the machine specs were
wrong…and we lost money on every part we produced. Run time trials.

Question # 20: How long can your staff sustain their speed level?

Don’t just rely on a one hour trial…can your workers sustain the goals you
set over a full workday…everyday? Write realistic goals for speed.

Question # 21: What are the time frames for your services to show results?

Consultants are often asked how long it will be before a change is
noticed…trainers are asked how long will it take for me to lose
weight…and other professionals paid either hourly or on percentage must
all have some reference to how FAST the client will see results. What is
the time frame for your product or service?



Question # 22: Have you actually timed your competition?

Know why you are FASTER if indeed you are by writing down what the
others time frames are on answering phones, returning calls, making
appointments, travel times to-and-from, and delivery of product.

Question # 23: Speed is customer service…list 4 ways you deliver it.

Do your operating hours allow your customer to be FASTER through their
day because you are open early or stay late?

Question # 24: Turning over money is critical to a business…what do you
offer the customer to pay you FASTER?

Do you give discounts for early pay…or offer bulk pricing if the customer
buys a larger order? How do you incent FASTER pay?



Question # 25: Are you slowing down your staff with mindless meetings?

How many meetings do you have in a week…and how many can you trim
by either limiting the time to one hour…or limiting to 1 meeting weekly?

Question # 26: What systems are in place to make you FASTER?

Is your accounting system easy to understand and does it give you timely
data? Does your telephone and email system help you communicate with
staff and customers FASTER. Can you know in one hour if you are making
or losing money? List your systems.

Question # 27: What is your internet position?

Can a customer find you fast on the internet? Are you using Social Media
to make finding your services and products FASTER. List your methods.



Question # 28: Are there any contracts slowing down my business?

Are you signing long term contracts like Yellow Pages that could become
obsolete? Are your insurance policies current? Telephone contracts?
Employee programs like health insurance, pension plans? List contracts.

Question # 29: FASTER implies leaner…stronger…quicker…are you?

How “in shape” is your business? Are you paying for a car instead of
having a marketing budget? Where is the “fat” in your spending…list
some things you spend money on that really doesn’t help your customer.

Question # 30: How FAST could I expand or sell if that becomes
necessary?

When you take off in an airplane you have benchmarks down the runway
where you abort the takeoff if you can’t really fly. What are your
benchmarks to get out FAST?



Question # 31: Can I solve my problems FAST enough to survive?

What resources should I have on my emergency needs list when problems
arise that I can’t solve alone…money, staff, equipment, marketing, etc.

Question # 32: If I want to increase revenue by 20% what are the FASTEST
methods to get there?

Start a list of new possible customers, new services or products to offer,
and new territories you could attack.

Question # 33: Are you more interested in speed than cost, speed than
quality, speed than satisfying a customer?

Remember it is not what you want that makes a company grow…it is
giving the customer what they want. List some FAST things that need to
be reconsidered for more important aspects than speed.



BETTER…
Question # 34: In the simplest terms what makes your product or service
better than your competition…don’t use FASTER or CHEAPER as BETTER.

Owners believe in what they do or what they sell because they fell in love
with it themselves. But list reasons that actually make your stuff better.

Question # 35: Will your product or service last longer than others?

What features and benefits distinguish you from the competition?

Question # 36: Six months from now will my product still be better?

Americans overbuild all the time. Three people see a need and all start a
business to fill that need. But we didn’t need three, maybe just one or two.
What is going on around you that could change your better to not so good.



Question # 37: Define what makes your product or service BETTER.

One company built a string of movie theaters with deluxe stadium chairs
with table tops so you could eat dinner while watching the movie…the
popcorn was free too. They closed in less than 2 years. What makes you
BETTER…and will you be able to sustain these advantages?

Question # 38: Who is the BEST at what you are trying to do?

You don’t have to beat the Ritz Carlton to open a successful hotel…but it
helps to know what the BEST offer their customers to make yourself
BETTER…list the characteristics of the BEST in your field.

Question # 39: What is the cost difference between your BETTER and
everyone else’s ALMOST AS GOOD?

Are you in a market where cost is a customer consideration and you have
too many BETTER components that price you out of range? List the cost
differentials and see where you may have to cut back.



Question # 40: How could you improve on the top 3 things about your
business as it exists now?

Could you use BETTER materials or ingredients…improve your customer
service by having BETTER hours…list ways you could improve without
having to spend very much money.

Question # 41: How long can you keep this BETTER advantage?

PAPA JOHNS say BETTER ingredients make BETTER pizza. They have
risen to the top by imparting the message…and delivering on the promise.
Will you have to raise prices to keep giving BETTER whatever?

Question # 42: How do you intend to stay BETTER?

List your monitoring activities to show you will always stay BETTER.



Question # 43: Houses got BETTER but buyers couldn’t keep up.

McMansions became the rage until people realized they couldn’t afford all
that house with all those frills…what does a weaker economy say about
the product or service you sell?

Question # 44: maybe your BETTER means BETTER for the owner and not
the customer.

Perhaps as much as money or income, time is BETTER for you as an
owner…if such…how could you limit your hours of operation?

Question # 45: Beta was BETTER than VHS…but HYPE beat SUBSTANCE.

in other words BETTER is in the eye of the beholder. How can you HYPE
your BETTER so people won’t go elsewhere thinking there is BETTER.



Question # 46: Does your staff believe what you offer is BETTER?

The BEST salesman in the world start to suffer when they know what is
wrong with what they are selling. What methods allow your staff to have
input on improving what you sell or do to make it BETTER?

Question # 47: What are the obstacles to making you BETTER?

Here you can include money, staff, location, or whatever holds you back.

Question # 48: Are you doing your part to keep getting BETTER?

Successful people never stop learning to be BETTER. What do you read,
internet sites do you visit, or how do you make yourself BETTER.



Question # 49: Can your dress make you BETTER?

Are you presenting the BEST image to your customers…list things about
your appearance that could make you BETTER.

Question # 50: How can I plan to be BETTER?

Do you have a routine that holds you back from being BETTER…list your
own bad habits that need to improve…so your staff will follow your lead.

Question # 51: Check yourself before you wreck yourself.

Does your staff work as a team to make you BETTER or are there
problems you must address before that happens? List staff issues.



Question # 52: You used to be BETTER…what happened?

When was the last time you improved your products or services? List
some changes that should be made immediately.

Question # 53: How does the product or service make the world BETTER?

Is your product GREEN, how does it save the planet, or improve the world
and in what ways?

Question # 54: Can using your product or service make the customer
BETTER?

List the benefits that your customer will realize by using you.



Question # 55: Some products or services are seasonal…is yours?

Snow removal services need to be pool cleaners in the summer…or
landscapers. What other products or services could keep you busy year
round…making your cash flow BETTER?

Question # 56: Would it be BETTER if you moved?

Is this the time to look for a new location where rents are BETTER now
that the economy is soft and landlords need tenants?

Question # 57: Heinz has 57 varieties…how many do you have?

Should you increase or decrease the number of products or services you
offer…list some deadwood items you could drop.



Question # 58: What do you need to do to make yourself feel BETTER?

Let’s face reality…overwork usually results in lousy health…list 3 things
you will do to make yourself feel BETTER.

Question # 59: Is there a way for the customer to tell you how to get
BETTER?

Besides listening to the customer how else can you get feedback?

Question # 60: Most things are not like fine wine…they don’t get BETTER
with age.

What is the age and condition of your inventory.



Question # 61: What are you doing to get BETTER acquainted with modern
technology?

List your devices, phone, PDA, laptop, Ipad and make a plan to learn how
to most efficiently make BETTER use of them in your business.

Question # 62: How can you make your marketing materials BETTER?

List all materials and the date of their last revision…is it time to rewrite?

Question # 63: Is your competition the BEST and your BETTER will still fall
short?

GOOGLE is frankly amazing, yet others try to start up in the face of this
behemoth…AMAZON is running rings around bricks and sticks
sellers…yet some fly in their face. Does the BEST OF BREED crush all
others in the space where you are competing?



Question # 64: Walking, running, riding a horse, a bike, building a car,
riding a train, getting into a boat, flying in a plane, rocket ships…where will
this development end?

Think way outside of the box and with no restraints where does the
evolution of your product or service go next?

Question # 65: Is it BETTER to have one large customer or many smaller
ones?

Do you have a concentration issue with customers? If your largest
customer stops buying where will your business go?

Question # 66: Are you BETTER as a partnership, corporation or going it
alone as a sole proprietor?

Undoing a business because you set it up wrong in the first place can be
costly…examine which form is BETTER for your personality.



CHEAPER…
Question # 67: What does the word CHEAPER mean to you?

Is it lesser quality, lower standard, unworthy of having…or…can you
actually make something less expensive than your competition?

Question # 68: Why do they say CHEAPER by the dozen?

Simple…the more you buy the less you pay. Wal-Mart sells huge
quantities or larger sizes and gives big price discounts. What can you
bundle together to give lower prices if your customer buys more?

Question # 69: CHEAPER often implies shoddy…how do you avoid that?

List ways that you convey lower prices without sounding shoddy.



Question # 70: What three things can I do to buy inventory CHEAPER?

Am I sure I have researched all suppliers…are you attending trade shows
to meet new vendors…should I be buying my competitors inventory as he
is now shutting down his/her business?

Question # 71: Are you too CHEAP?

Service providers often undercharge because they don’t know how to set
prices…what are you comparing your prices too?

Question # 72: Loss leaders…what are they and should you have them?

When you suck customers in with a loss leader are you going to be seen
as a bait and switch operation…or are you giving the customer a gift?



Question # 73: Do you really know your margins?

Rarely can an owner identify his true cost of goods sold. Examine the
cost of one item and see if you are making as much as you think.

Question # 74: When is a sale not really a sale?

Mattresses are perpetually on sale…or are they just priced too high and
then falsely marked down? What products are like that for you?

Question # 75: Could simply moving your location make you CHEAPER?

Is it time to either renegotiate your rent or consider moving altogether so
you can cut costs and maybe lower prices or increase your margin? What
can you do to change the cost of your location?



Question # 76: Isn’t it time to have a CHEAPER lifestyle?

Rethink your personal cost of living. Could you be just as happy with a
less expensive car, a more reasonably priced bottle of wine, a lower cost
vacation or even a CHEAPER pair of shoes? What can you change?

Question # 77: Is your marketing budget getting so CHEAP it’s worthless?

Sometimes cutting an ad budget brings almost no response and you
would be better off just to stop spending anything in that mode. Where
did your last ten sales come from and is your advertising still working?

Question # 78: Notice what is going on around you…is CHEAPER wiser?

There will be some things that disappear because they are not CHEAP
anymore…will what you sell go away because people simply are changing
their buying habits? What do you sell that might disappear?



Question # 79: It’s employee evaluation time…do they cover their cost?

Over the last 3 years too many owners held onto long term employees out
of misguided loyalty. Keeping staff because letting them go is hard is a
business suicide move. The employee won’t pay your retirement costs
after you have gone broke saving their job. Who needs to go?

Question # 80: Sell now or wait until I actually get a CHEAPER price later?

If you are planning to sell your business in the next 3 years you need an
immediate math exercise. What will it cost me to stay open 3 more years
and what will I make in 3 years if my business keeps eroding rather than
growing. Take your time and be honest with your evaluation.

Question # 81: Should I keep lowering prices or sit on the sidelines?

My competitor keeps lowering prices to stay afloat but that just cuts my
margin…why are you subsidizing customers while you take a
beating…what can I stop selling until the margins get better?



Question # 82: There are only 3 ways to get CHEAPER…raise prices, cut
costs, or increase the volume of customers. What can you do?

List something you can do in each category.

Question # 83: My CHEAP competitor is killing the market…should I just
buy him/her out and stop this problem?

That struggling competitor could take you down with him/her. Meet with
them and write out a plan for your future.

Question # 84: Does just the physical appearance of your place say
CHEAP?

A gallon of paint is 25 bucks and a Saturday afternoon…what does your
“housekeeping” say about your business?



Question # 85: Is my CHEAPER good CHEAPER or bad CHEAPER?

Look through the other person’s eyes for a minute and write down what
your version of CHEAPER looks like to customers and employees.

Question # 86: What does CHEAPER mean to my kids?

Different generations see the same things differently…your children and
their friends are also customers now or will be sooner than you think. Ask
young people what they feel about your CHEAPNESS.

Question # 87: Can someone else sell a “knock-off” of my product
CHEAPER?

Protecting your image and reputation are important…who is hurting me?



Question # 88: Am I CHEAPER at my own expense?

If you make a product using raw materials that fluctuate in price do you
have a clause in your bids to allow you to increase the price as the
commodity price rises? List your raw materials and see if this fits.

Question # 89: How can I let my customer know why we are CHEAPER?

You should advise your customers from time to time why you can and will
hold down prices…Southwest constantly reminds flyers that they don’t
charge for bags and they don’t charge change fares. What can you tout?

Question # 90: It also helps to explain why your competition is CHEAPER.

You have seen ads that flaunt why the competition is CHEAPER…Hebrew
National talks about no fillers…and that they have to answer to a Higher
Authority. How can you playfully explain how others cut corners?



Question # 91: Free stuff doesn’t make you look CHEAP it tells the
customer you care.

My wife and two daughters stayed late at a restaurant talking…the owner
sent over free desserts and coffee. They loved the attention. He would
have thrown the coffee away and probably the cake too as it was Sunday
night and he was closed on Monday. What are you doing like this?

Question # 92: Look at your inventory…put this stuff on a ridiculous sale.

Don’t give away fresh inventory..but , give customers a bargain on the
merchandise that has changed or more than a year old. List your old stuff.

Question # 93: Is it really a sale or do you overuse the word?

If the customer always sees a sales sign in the window they don’t believe
your price structure. It seems that cars are never full price. What is your
real “sale” policy?



Question # 94: is there a sense of urgency to get your stuff CHEAPER?

If you are going to offer a special…tell the customer when it ends. Service
companies can even set time limits…or customer limits. Review your ads.

Question # 95: How can your CHEAPER not infer lower quality?

You must always accentuate the quality if you are going to hype that you
are the lowest price provider. K Mart was the lowest price and largest
retailer in the country until people perceived they were also lower quality.

Question # 96: If your service is CHEAPER it must not be as good…is it?

Hair Cuttery is CHEAPER than other salons but they show models in ads
that depict great stylish cuts. How do you convey to the customer that
they are getting quality?



Question # 97: How do you raise prices and still seem CHEAPER?

Don’t apologize for a price increase and don’t cry about it…simply set
your prices and display them as necessary. When you shout…HURRY,
PRICES WILL GO UP NEXT MONTH…the customer thinks…OK…next
month I will try somewhere else. When did you last raise prices?

Question # 98: Are you exploring buying opportunities to get CHEAPER?

My wife sells a national brand…that brand ran a special last Christmas for
a huge minimum order…she didn’t bite on it…her competitor did. The
competitor just announced a going-out-of-business sale and my wife just
bought that huge minimum order for a fraction of the Christmas special
price. Are you checking for places to buy closeouts?

Question # 99: Where do you want to be…bottom, middle or top?

Pick a spot and stay there…where does your price structure tell the
customer you are? Low end goods…middle range…or always top quality?



If you have actually completed all 99 questions take a bow. If you
just skipped to see what this last question is go back to work.

I have worked with more than 1,000 business owners who think
high quality advice is way too expensive. Since you have taken
the time to answer these questions…because you care about your
business plan or you ongoing venture…then care enough to take
me up on this offer.

Question # 100: Now that I am finished the workbook shouldn’t I
call Herman and book two hours of his time to go over my
answers?

How about this offer…you can book two hours of time with me in-
person at my home office, via SKYPE, or on the telephone…so
that I can give you my blunt, no-nonsense, opinion on your
answers and discuss ways you can improve your chances for
success…others have paid me hundreds of thousands of dollars
for my advice in situations. Book the time with me for two hours
and I will only charge you one hundred dollars…which will go to
printing more materials to help more owners at future events.

Will you now call Herman at 410-340-9324 or email him at
Herman@HSBPress.com to book your two hour appointment?


